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Abstract

Context Detecting biotic resistance to biological

invasions across large geographic areas may require

acknowledging multiple metrics of niche usage and

potential spatial heterogeneity in associations between

invasive and native species diversity and dominance.

Objectives Determine (1) if native communities are

resistant to biological invasions at macroscales; (2) the

metrics that best quantify biotic resistance at these

scales; and (3) the degree to which the direction and

magnitude of invader-native associations vary with

scale and/or location.

Methods Using a mixed-effects modeling frame-

work to account for potential sub-regional and cross-

scale variability in invader-native associations, we

modeled the species richness and cover of invasive

plants in 42,626 plots located throughout Eastern USA

forests in relationship to plot-level estimates of native

tree biomass, species richness, and evolutionary

diversity.

Results We found (1) native tree biomass and

evolutionary diversity, but not species richness, to be

negatively associated with invader establishment and

dominance, and thus indicative of biotic resistance; (2)

evidence that evolutionary diversity limits invader

dominance more than it does invader establishment;
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(3) evidence of greater invasion resistance in parts of

the agriculturally-dominated Midwest and in and

around the more-contiguous forests of the Appala-

chian Mountains; and (4) the magnitude to which

native tree biomass and evolutionary diversity limit

invasion varies across the ranges of these metrics.

Conclusions These findings illustrate the improved

understanding of biotic resistance to invasions that is

gained by accounting for sub-regional variability in

ecological processes, and underscores the need to

determine the factors leading to spatial heterogeneity

in biotic resistance.

Keywords Big data � Biomass � FIA Program �
Invasive plants � Macrosystems � Niche � Evolutionary

diversity � Taxonomic diversity

Introduction

Biological invasions and their impacts will likely

increase with the continuing expansion of global

commerce (Jenkins 1996; Lodge et al. 2006; Hulme

2009), making the need to identify the factors

affecting invasion perhaps greater than ever. One of

the most enduring hypotheses for explaining why

some ecosystems are more invasible than others is the

‘‘biotic resistance hypothesis’’, which postulates that

communities having greater biodiversity are less

invasible, due to having fewer unfilled niches (Elton

1958; Levine and D’Antonio 1999; Fridley et al.

2007). This hypothesis not only offers a mechanistic

explanation of invasions, but also provides insight into

system stability (McCann 2000; Ives and Carpenter

2007). Nevertheless, studies testing this hypothesis

have produced inconsistent results both within and

across spatial scales (Fridley et al. 2007) with

empirical support for this hypothesis generally declin-

ing over time (Jeschke et al. 2012). A more thorough

evaluation of this hypothesis using improved infor-

mation from spatially referenced, national-level data-

sets (i.e. ‘‘big data’’) may help to better understand if

and how communities resist invasions.

Both native diversity and biomass need to be

considered when testing for biotic resistance to

invasions (Guo et al. 2015). Most studies, especially

those at macroscales, define diversity as species

richness. However, native species richness may be a

poor indicator of niche usage across large spatial

scales, as it has been found to be positively related to

invader richness at such scales (Stohlgren et al. 2003).

Other metrics may better quantify niche usage at large

spatial scale. For instance, metrics of evolutionary

diversity hypothesized to be positively related to

diversity in both known functional (Faith 1992, 2002)

and unknown phenotypic traits (Lososová et al. 2015;

Tan et al. 2015) may better reflect niche usage.

Negative associations between native phylogenetic

diversity and the number and proportion of non-native

species at the national level (Lososová et al. 2015)

support this conjecture. Regarding native biomass, not

accounting for it may lead to failure in identifying

open niches in highly diverse communities during

early stages of succession or those caused by temporal

population fluctuations or disturbance (Shurin and

Srivastava 2005; Clark and Johnston 2011). In these

circumstances, resident species may not have yet

attained maximum biomass, increasing resource avail-

ability (Davis et al. 2000; Guo et al. 2015). Overall, a

more robust evaluation of biotic resistance may be

gained by moving beyond species richness to addi-

tional indicators of niche usage, including both metrics

of native biodiversity and estimates of native biomass.

As with biodiversity, invasions can be defined/

measured in multiple ways, each conveying different

information. For example, invasion richness indicates

the number of successful invasions while measures of

invasive species biomass or cover quantify invader

dominance. Study outcomes can vary depending on

the measure of invasion used (Guo and Symstad 2008;

Catford et al. 2012). This reasoning, along with the

deeper understanding that can be gained from utilizing

multiple invasion measures (Guo and Symstad 2008;

Catford et al. 2012; Iannone et al. 2015), necessitates

the consideration of multiple invasion measures when

investigating biotic resistance.

Finally, testing the biotic resistance hypothesis across

large spatial scales requires accounting for scale

dependencies and spatial heterogeneity in ecological

processes, both of which are key components and

research priorities in macrosystems and landscape

ecology (Wu and Hobbs 2002; Heffernan et al. 2014;

Soranno et al. 2014). The scale dependency of ecolog-

ical associations is well established (Turner 1989;

Wiens 1989; Crawley and Harral 2001), particularly

for associations between invasive and native species

(Fridley et al. 2007). Cross-scale contradictions in
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association directions can emerge from the type of

statistical model used, from the absence of important

explanatory variables in these statistical models, and

from variation among explanatory variables in the scale

at which they are most influential (Dixon Hamil et al.

2015). Less studied is the contribution of spatial

heterogeneity in invader-native associations to large-

scale invasion patterns. Large geographic areas encom-

pass great environmental variability, and therefore

considerable spatial heterogeneity in ecological pro-

cesses. Given that this spatial heterogeneity can result in

the emergence of complex large-scale patterns (Peters

et al. 2007), large-scale tests of biotic resistance may

benefit by accounting for spatial variability in associ-

ations between invasive and native species. As the

causes of this heterogeneity may be unknown and vary

among locations, such tests will further benefit from

statistical approaches not requiring such information

(Dixon Hamil et al. 2015).

Here we report on an investigation into macroscale

patterns of biotic resistance within the context of forest

plant invasions in the Eastern United States of

America (USA). We used a high number of data

observations recorded as part of the United States

Forest Service’s (USFS) Forest Inventory and Anal-

ysis Program (FIA) (Oswalt et al. 2015) to test for

associations between native trees and invasive plants

that would suggest biotic resistance. FIA data, being

collected across all USA forests using consistent

sampling protocols and a spatially systematic design

(Bechtold and Patterson 2005), are well-suited for

investigating cross-scale variability in species inter-

actions (Araújo and Rozenfeld 2014). In forests, trees

comprise the majority of biomass and primary

production (Muller 2003), and thus resource uptake,

making them important contributors to biotic resis-

tance (Davis et al. 2000; Guo et al. 2015).

Specifically, we wanted to determine: (1) if native

communities are resistant to biological invasions at

macroscales; (2) the metrics that best quantify biotic

resistance to biological invasions at these spatial

scales; and (3) the degree to which the direction and

magnitude of invader-native associations suggesting

biotic resistance vary with spatial scale and/or loca-

tion. We asked these questions in the context of two

separate measures of invasion—invasion richness and

invasion cover (defined below). This allowed us to

assess the extent to which answers vary relative to how

invasion is quantified. As forests and the services they

provide are increasingly harmed by invasive plants

(Martin et al. 2009; Pejchar and Mooney 2009; Fei

et al. 2014), particularly in our study region (Oswalt

et al. 2015), the findings of this investigation will have

implications for invasive species management and

policy.

Methods

Data acquisition and preparation

We obtained measures of biotic resistance and plant

invasion for 42,626 FIA plots located across the

forests of the Eastern USA. We defined this region as

all areas within either the Humid Temperate or Humid

Tropical Domains (Cleland et al. 2007). The Humid

Temperate domain encompasses most of the Eastern

USA, while the Humid Tropical Domain encompasses

the southern tip of Florida (Appendix A1 in supple-

mentary material). The FIA program is a national-

level effort to monitor spatiotemporal patterns asso-

ciated with forest resources (Bechtold and Patterson

2005). Monitoring occurs across a grid of 0.40-ha

permanent plots located at an approximate intensity of

one plot for every 2428 ha regardless of land use

(*130,000 partially and/or fully forested FIA plots

are located in the contiguous 48 states and southern

coastal Alaska). FIA plots in the eastern USA are

sampled on a 5-year rotation with 20 % of plots being

sampled annually. Our dataset contained the most

recent estimates for each plot. FIA defines forests as

areas at least 36.6 m wide and 0.40 ha in size, having

at least 10 % cover of trees (historic or current) of any

size, and that are not slated for non-forest use. FIA

defines invasive plants in accordance with USA

Executive Order 13112 as exotic plant species likely

to cause economic or environmental harm (Ries et al.

2004).

To account for the multiple factors potentially

contributing to biotic resistance, we gathered data for

all plots on aboveground live biomass of native trees

(hereafter biomass) and on three measures of native

tree diversity. Biomass was determined as detailed in

Woodall et al. (2011) and applied in Potter and

Woodall (2014). Briefly, individual tree sound vol-

umes were estimated based on regional volume

equations then converted to bole oven-dry biomass

using species-specific wood density values. Bole
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oven-dry biomass estimates were then utilized to

estimate total tree oven-dry biomass across all tree

components using the Component Ratio Method

(Woodall et al. 2011).

For native diversity, we estimated native species

richness, i.e. the number of native tree species

occurring in a given plot, and two measures of

evolutionary diversity—phylogenetic species vari-

ability and phylogenetic species clustering (Helmus

et al. 2007). Evolutionary diversity measures were

estimated using a phylogenetic supertree of the 397

native tree species occurring throughout the contigu-

ous 48 states. As described by Potter and Woodall

(2012), this tree was constructed using surveys of

recent molecular systematic and paleobotanical stud-

ies. Phylogenetic species variability (PSV) is an index

of phylogenetic clustering quantifying divergence

from a star phylogeny with species becoming less

evolutionarily related, i.e. approaching a star phy-

logeny, as values increase from 0 to 1. This metric

assumes that phylogeny branch lengths are propor-

tional to the variance in neutral, unselected traits, and

therefore requires only information on phylogenetic

relatedness, and not on actual traits, to calculate.

Phylogenetic species clustering (PSC) quantifies the

extent to which species are clustered at the branch tips

of the phylogenetic supertree, with clustering decreas-

ing (and phylogenetic evenness increasing) as values

increase from 0 to 1. We chose these measures over

others (e.g. Faith 1992; Helmus et al. 2007), because

variance inflation factors of linear models revealed no

evidence of complications due to collinearity (Legen-

dre and Legendre 2012). Additionally, like native

species richness, these metrics weight species equally,

making their comparisons to species richness more

meaningful.

To account for the fact that invasions can be

measured in multiple ways and that invader-native

relationships suggesting biotic resistance may vary

among these measurements, we estimated two sepa-

rate invasion measures. Invasion richness, i.e. the

number of invasive plant species found in a plot,

estimates the number of species to successfully

invade. Invasion cover, i.e. the summed total cover

of all invasive plants found in a plot, estimates invader

dominance. This last measure can therefore be greater

than 100. The moderate degree to which both

measures were correlated (r = 0.64) did not deter

the utility of analyzing each separately.

We then determined the ecological division and

section in which each plot was located (sensu Cleland

et al. 1997, 2007). As described below, this informa-

tion was used in our statistical analyses to accommo-

date for potential spatial heterogeneity in invader-

native associations. These geographic classifications

are used by the USFS to assist in ecosystem delin-

eation and regional management efforts, and are based

on climate, potentially dominant vegetation, typogra-

phy, geology, and soils. This classification system is

hierarchical in that the 91 ecological sections within in

our study region are each nested within one of five

larger ecological divisions, all of which are nested

within either the Humid Temperate or Humid Tropical

Domains. For this classification, the importance of

climate increases with scale, while that of other factors

decreases (Cleland et al. 1997). By accounting for a

wide range of biotic and abiotic variables, this

classification ensures that the plots within a given

region are more similar with regards to this variability

than to plots in other regions. Descriptions of ecolog-

ical sections can be found in McNab et al. (2007). The

location and name of each ecological division and

section within our study region can be found in

supplementary material Appendix A1. The fact that

these regions are nested and based on ecologically

meaningful characteristics limits potential complica-

tions associated with arbitrarily deciding cutoffs of

spatial scales (Shurin and Srivastava 2005; Dark and

Bram 2007).

A law aimed at protecting the privacy of forest

landowners limits the ability of researchers to attain

the exact coordinates of FIA plots. Instead, coordinate

values are spatially perturbed so that plots appear

within the same county, but within 0.8–1.6 km of the

actual location. This perturbation is unlikely to result

in a misclassification of plot location, as its spatial

extent is very small relative to the sizes of the

ecological sections, which are thousands of square km

in area. The high number of plots typically occurring

within ecological sections helps to ensure that the

interpretation of our statistical analyses is not affected

by unlikely misclassifications (98 % of the ecological

sections had data from 25 or more FIA plots, with most

having considerably more; range in plot counts per

ecological section = 10 to 3573).

The Northern and Southern FIA Regions (Ap-

pendix A1 in supplementary material) vary in how

they monitor invasive plants; however, this variability
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has very little effect on macroscale invasion patterns

(Iannone et al. 2015) and, as described below, is

accounted for in our statistical analysis. First, as the

invasive species of concern vary by region, so too does

the number and identity of monitored species. How-

ever, there was considerable overlap between regions

in the lists of species monitored, thereby accounting

for cross-regional invasions (Table A2 in supplemen-

tary material). Second, the Southern Region moni-

tored all FIA plots for invasive plants, while the

Northern Region only monitored 18 %. Nevertheless,

summary statistics calculated for all southern plots and

for a random selection of 18 % of these plots (i.e.

sampling intensity equivalent to the Northern Region)

differed little, revealing varying sampling intensities

to be of little concern. To illustrate estimates for the

full and randomly-selected data, respectively, were:

invasion richness (mean ± SD) = 1.16 ± 1.29 and

1.14 ± 1.28; invasion cover = 17 ± 29 % and

16 ± 29 %; and invasive species detected = 49 and

44. The five species not detected in the randomly-

selected dataset occurred in four or fewer plots in the

full dataset. Finally, the Northern FIA Region surveys

for invasive plants during the growing season due to

obvious snow depth obstructions (Woodall et al.

2013), while the Southern FIA Region surveys all

year.

Data analysis

We used a mixed-effects modeling framework for our

analysis, as it possessed three needed characteristics.

First, it accounted for potential spatial heterogeneity in

invader-native associations without having to know

the cause, or causes, of this heterogeneity (Dixon

Hamil et al. 2015). Second, it was able to control for

differences between the Northern and Southern FIA

Regions in sampling details. Third, it was able to deal

with statistical complications arising from extremely

large datasets. For example, the many observations in

our dataset (N = 42,626) can lead to the statistical

significance of independent variables (e.g. native

biomass, species richness, PSV, and PSC) despite

scatter plots demonstrating weak, and potentially

ecologically unimportant, relationships (Anderson

et al. 2000; Woodall and Westfall 2010; Spanos

2014). The exact manner in which this framework

addressed these issues is explained below.

For both invasion measures, we constructed a

statistical model containing all four biotic resistance

measures as fixed effects and nested sub-regions as

random effects, each having independent intercept and

slope estimates. By doing so, we accommodated for

potential spatial heterogeneity in invader-native asso-

ciations. Models were run both at the ecological

division level (n = 5 random effects) and at the

ecological section level (n = 91 random effects).

Assuming independence among ecological sec-

tions/divisions was reasonable, as plots within a given

section/division are more similar to one another with

regards to a wide range of abiotic and biotic conditions

than to plots within other sections/divisions (Cleland

et al. 1997), and because spatial autocorrelative

processes contributing to macroscale invasion patterns

likely occur at distances smaller than the sizes of

ecological sections and divisions (Guo et al. 2012;

Iannone et al. 2015). Calculating slopes estimates

separately for each ecological section also controlled

for variability among ecological sections with regards

to the timing of invasive plant data collection.

To determine if forests exhibit biotic resistance to

biological invasions (Question 1), and the metrics that

best quantify biotic resistance (Question 2), we

resampled (i.e. bootstrapped) from the slope estimates

of the 91 ecological sections (as determined by

summing conditional and fixed slope estimates) for

each biotic resistance measure 10,000 times, allowing

for repetition, and then calculated the bias corrected,

accelerated 95 % confidence interval (CI) of each

generated distribution (Efron and Tibshirani 1986).

We used 95 % CIs of bootstrapped distributions rather

than of the actual distributions, as the latter deviated

slightly from normality. We assumed a metric to be

reflective of biotic resistance when its 95 % CI

encompassed values less than zero. Given our large

sample size (N = 42,626), 95 % CIs provided a more

conservative test of statistical significance than did the

P-values of fixed model effects. We assumed biotic

resistance measures differ from one another in mag-

nitude, i.e. effect size, when the absolute values of

their 95 % CIs did not overlap. We assumed spatial

variability of magnitudes to increase with increased

ranges of 95 % CIs. As we utilized 95 % CIs of

bootstrapped distributions rather than standard errors

of fixed effects to assess statistical significance,

differences between the Southern and Northern FIA
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Regions in sampling efforts were unlikely to affect

ecological inferences.

To determine if the direction and magnitude of

invader-native associations suggesting biotic resis-

tance vary with either scale or location (Question 3),

we mapped slope estimates for each ecological section

and division. Comparing these maps allowed us to

assess the degree to which association direction and

magnitude varied between ecological sections and

division, i.e. between smaller and larger spatial scales.

Mapping slope estimates for models containing eco-

logical sections as random effects also enabled us to

detect spatial patterns related to association direction

and magnitude (e.g. aggregations of slopes having

similar directions or estimates) and to therefore assess

the degree to which association direction and magni-

tude are location dependent.

We also used AIC values (Akaike 1973) to compare

performance of models having random slope estimates

for either ecological divisions or sections, with models

containing biotic resistance measures as only fixed

linear effects (i.e. having no random effects). As each

model accounted for spatial heterogeneity in associ-

ation directions and magnitudes to differing degrees,

models having the lowest AIC value are likely to best

represent invader-native associations for our study

region given our dataset (Anderson et al. 2000).

In addition, we investigated potential biotic con-

tributors to the spatial heterogeneity in invader-native

associations that we detected by modeling section-

level slope estimates for each biotic resistance mea-

sure in response to section-level means for same biotic

resistance measure (n = 91 sections). We confirmed

that simple linear relationships were best to assess

these relationships using a Davies test to detect

potential changes in slope values (Davies 1987). A

significant relationship for a given biotic resistance

measure suggests the effects of that measure on

invasion varies as the measure increases or decreases.

No statistically significant relationship suggests that

measure to be similarly associated to invasion across

its entire numerical range.

Statistical analyses were conducted in R v 3.0.1 (R

Core Team 2013) using the lme4 package (Bates et al.

2014) to construct random mixed-effects models and

the bootstrap package (Tibshirani and Leisch 2013) to

conduct bootstrap analyses. Biotic resistance mea-

sures were standardized [x - mean(x)/SD(x)] in order

to determine their relative contribution to invasion

patterns (Schielzeth 2010). Prior to analysis, invasion

richness and native tree biomass were both square

root-transformed [sqrt (x ? 1)], and invasion cover

was log transformed [lognatural (x ? 1)]. Maps were

constructed in ArcMap 10.1 (ESRI, Redlands, CA).

Results

Variability among biotic resistance measures

(Questions 1 and 2)

Comparing 95 % confidence intervals (CI) of the

bootstrapped distributions of section-level slope esti-

mates (i.e. conditional plus fixed slope estimates)

revealed each biotic resistance measure to be signif-

icantly associated with both invasion measures, and

the direction of these associations to vary (Fig. 1; See

Table A3 in supplementary material for numerical

values of 95 % CI). Native tree biomass, phylogenetic

species variability (PSV), and phylogenetic species

clustering (PSC) were all negatively associated with

both invasion measures. In contrast, native species

Fig. 1 Bootstrapped 95 % confidence intervals for section-

level slope estimates (i.e. conditional plus fixed slope estimates)

of biotic resistance measures for the 91 ecological sections in

models for a invasion richness and b invasion cover across our

entire study region. Biomass = native biomass, Sp. rich-

ness = native species richness, PSV = phylogenetic species

variability, and PSC = phylogenetic species clustering.

Increased interval size suggests greater spatial variability in

slope estimates across the 91 ecological sections
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richness was positively associated to both invasion

measures.

The magnitude of these associations also varied

among biotic resistance measures (Fig. 1). PSC was

most strongly associated to both invasion measures, as

its absolute 95 % CI interval only overlapped slightly

with that of PSV in the invasion richness model.

Biomass and PSV shared associations of similar

magnitudes with both invasion measures, i.e. their

95 % CIs overlapped considerably. Native species

richness was least associated with both invasion

measures. Its absolute 95 % CI overlapped only

slightly with that of biomass in the invasion richness

model.

Differences in the extent to which association

magnitudes varied among ecological sections (as

estimated by 95 % CI ranges) also varied among

biotic resistance measures (Fig. 1). For the invasion

richness model, slope estimates varied among ecolog-

ical sections most for PSV and PSC, as their 95 % CI

ranges were more than double those for native biomass

and species richness. For the invasion cover model,

slope estimates varied most among ecological sections

for PSC. Its 95 % CI range was up to two times greater

than those of all other biotic resistance measures. For

this same model, the extent to which slope estimates

for biomass and PSV varied among ecological sections

was similar and slightly larger than for species

richness.

Variability across location and scale (Question 3)

Mapping slope estimates revealed association direc-

tion and magnitude to be affected by both scale and

location, although location was most influential

(Figs. 2, 3; see Appendix A4 in supplementary

material for slope estimates). Increasing the scale of

random effects from section to division caused only

two associations to shift directions—the association

between PSV and invasion richness shifted from

positive to negative in the Savannah division (i.e.

southern tip of Florida; Fig. 2c) and the association

between native biomass and invasion cover shifted

from negative to positive in the Prairie division

(western portion of study region; Fig. 3a). When

decreasing from division to section, most sections

retained the association direction of the division in

which they were nested. Notable exceptions include

the switch from positive to negative associations

between native species richness and both invasion

measures in the south central portion of study region

(Figs. 2b, 3b) and the switch from negative to positive

associations between PSV and invasion richness in

sections along the Mississippi River (Fig. 2c). For

both invasion richness and cover, association magni-

tudes for most sections were smaller than those of the

division in which they were nested (Figs. 2, 3).

Mapping section-level slope estimates also

revealed distinct spatial patterns. For example, the

ecological sections in which native biomass, PSV, and

PSC were most negatively associated with both

invasion measures tended to be aggregated within or

near the Appalachian Mountains (Figs. 2, 3). Stronger

negative associations between PSC and invasion

richness also occurred in a band throughout the

Midwest (Fig. 2d). Aggregations of ecological sec-

tions in which native species richness associations

were strongly positive occurred for invasion cover

(Fig. 3b), but less so for invasion richness (Fig. 2b).

Ecological sections in which native species richness

was negatively associated with both invasion mea-

sures were aggregated in the south-central part of our

study region, although these associations were weak

(Figs. 2b, 3b). Finally, despite PSV and PSC exhibit-

ing overall negative associations with invasion

(Fig. 1), they were positively associated with invasion

richness in some ecological sections (Fig. 2b, c).

Contrasts in association direction occurred much less

for biomass in the invasion richness model (Fig. 2a),

and for all biotic resistance measures in the invasion

cover model (Fig. 3).

Comparing AIC values among models revealed that

accounting for greater spatial heterogeneity in inva-

der-native associations improved model performance

(Table 1). For invasion richness models, adding

random slope estimates for ecological divisions and

sections decreased AIC values by 4.8 and 23.3 %,

respectively. Improvements, although less pro-

nounced, were still substantial for invasion cover

models; adding random slope estimates for ecological

divisions and sections decreased AIC values by 1.7

and 6.9 %, respectively.

Biotic attributes of invasion associations

Slope estimates for associations between biotic resis-

tance measures and invasion were often contingent

upon the section-level means for these measures, and
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thus varied relative to biotic attributes. For example,

the associations of both native biomass and PSC to

invasion became more negative with increasing sec-

tion-level means for these measures (Fig. 4a, d, e, h).

This pattern was less pronounced for native biomass

than for PSC. In contrast, associations between PSV

and invasion became less negative, or more positive,

with increasing section-level means for PSV, although

these relationships were weak (Fig. 4c, g). Associa-

tions between native species richness and invasion

remained constant across section-level means of

native species richness (Fig. 4b, f). Note that con-

ducting analyses without the two leftmost data points

in Fig. 4d, h (i.e. potential outliers) did not affect

findings; relationships only became more negative and

the adjusted R2 values changed only slightly.

Discussion

Key findings

Our study revealed evidence of biotic resistance to

invasive plant establishment and dominance across

large geographic areas, with native tree biomass and

evolutionary diversity as two best metrics in measur-

ing biotic resistance. Furthermore, follow-up correla-

tions revealed variable associations between native

tree biomass and plot-level estimates of stand age and

forest cover (r = 0.53 and 0.37, respectively), sug-

gesting native biomass to be an indicator of invasion

resistance across gradients of forest disturbance and

successional stage. Regarding the negative associa-

tions between evolutionary diversity and invasion,

Fig. 2 Geographical patterns and cross-scale variation in associations between invasion richness and the four metrics of biotic

resistance. Smaller and larger maps show associations at the division and section levels, respectively
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they agree with a prior investigation showing lower

invader dominance and species richness in more

evolutionarily diverse plant communities (Lososová

et al. 2015). Follow-up correlations revealed both PSV

and PSC to be only weakly related to stand age and

forest cover (|r| = 0.07 to 0.27), suggesting evolu-

tionary diversity, like biomass, is an indicator of

invasion resistance across a range of forest conditions.

Like many other large-scale investigations (re-

viewed in Fridley et al. 2007), ours revealed native

species richness to be positively associated with

invasion and thus more indicative of niche availability

than native niche usage at large spatial scales. Even in

the ecological sections where native species richness

was negatively associated with invasion, these asso-

ciations were weak, suggesting native species richness

is a poor indicator of biotic resistance at these larger

scales. The negative invader-native species richness

associations sometimes detected at small scales (Fri-

dley et al. 2007), in combination with our finding of

invasion being negatively associated with native tree

biomass and evolutionary diversity at the sub-

Fig. 3 Geographical patterns and cross-scale variation in associations between invasion cover and the four metrics of biotic resistance.

Smaller and larger maps show associations at the division and section levels, respectively

Table 1 Changes in model performance through the addition

of random slope estimates for ecological division and section

Invasion richness Invasion cover

Model AIC DAIC* AIC DAIC*

Fixed 47,195 – 159,635 –

Random divisions 44,921 -2274 157,700 -2635

Random sections 36,211 -10,984 148,694 -10,941

* Values of DAIC are relative to the AIC values of fixed effects

models
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continental scale, suggests that indicators of niche

usage, and thus biotic resistance, vary with spatial

scales.

Mapping division- and section-level slope estimates

revealed the direction of invader-native associations to

be mostly robust across spatial scales, while magnitude

of these associations varied across spatial scales. The

direction of invader-native associations for a given

ecological section typically mirrored those of the larger

ecological division in which they were nested, although

with some exceptions. These exceptions, in conjunction

with the overall robustness of association direction,

suggest geographic location to be more important than

spatial scale in driving directional variability in asso-

ciations between invasive and native species, at least for

the measures of biotic resistance we investigated.

Regarding association magnitudes, most ecological

sections exhibited weaker invader-native associations

than did the ecological divisions in which they were

nested. Again, exceptions occurred, revealing location-

specific contingencies. While scale-dependent changes

in ecological associations (Turner 1989; Wiens 1989;

Crawley and Harral 2001), including those for biolog-

ical invasions (Fridley et al. 2007), are well docu-

mented, the contingency of these changes on location is

less so. We contend that our findings are not statistical

anomalies as we used ecologically homogeneous sub-

regions (Cleland et al. 1997) and not arbitrary spatial

cutoffs to assess the effects of heterogeneity and scale

(Shurin and Srivastava 2005; Dark and Bram 2007).

Mapping section-level slope estimates also

revealed spatial heterogeneity in the magnitudes by

which biotic resistance measures indicate resistance to

biological invasions. The strongest negative associa-

tions for both invasion measures, and thus the greatest

potential biotic resistance to invasions, occurred in

forests within or near the Appalachian Mountains.

Strong negative associations between PSC and inva-

sion richness also occurred throughout the upper

Midwest. These spatial patterns suggest these regions

exhibit characteristics that allow native biomass and

evolutionary diversity to more effectively prevent

invader establishment and dominance.

At least some of this spatial heterogeneity is

attributable to section-level variability in the values

of the biotic resistance measures themselves. For

example, for native biomass and PSC, section-level

invasion slope estimates were negatively related with

the section-level means of these metrics, suggesting

the metrics contribute more to biotic resistance in

Fig. 4 Relationships between section-level slope estimates (i.e.

conditional plus fixed slope estimates) for models of invasion

richness (a–d) and invasion cover (e–h) and section-level

averages for each biotic resistance measure. Significant

relationships reveal that the potential effect of a biotic resistance

measure on invasion varies with the mean level of the same

measure. Adj. R2 values followed by ‘‘*’’ were statistically

significant at the P B 0.01 level. Relationships in b and f were

non-significant (P C 0.23)
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forests where their levels are elevated. A positive

relationship between section-level slope estimates and

means revealed the opposite for PSV. Given that

biomass, PSV, and PSC vary relative to forest

productivity (Potter and Woodall 2014), these rela-

tionships may reflect variation in, and among, the

degree to which these metrics quantify biotic resis-

tance to invasion across resource gradients. Regard-

less of the cause, differences in the direction and

magnitude of the relationships between section-level

slope estimates and means suggest each biotic resis-

tance measure reflects different aspects of niche usage,

further supporting the need for multiple measures

when investigating biotic resistance. In contrast to

biomass, PSV, and PSC, no relationships between

section-level slope estimates and means were detected

for native species richness, suggesting it to be a

consistent indicator of niche availability.

Given that the strength of the relationships between

section-level slopes and means for a given biotic

resistance measure were weak (adj. R2 B 0.26), other

factors likely drive the spatial heterogeneity in the

abilities of biomass and evolutionary diversity to

indicate the resistance to biological invasions. What

these factors are is unclear. Determining the contri-

butions of factors already known to affect macroscale

invasion patterns such as propagule pressure, distur-

bance, and socioeconomic factors (Lockwood et al.

2005; Gavier-Pizarro et al. 2010; Pyšek et al. 2010;

Guo et al. 2012; Liebhold et al. 2013; Iannone et al.

2015) will likely be beneficial. Furthermore, the

potential for multiple factors to contribute to these

patterns simultaneously must be considered. For

instance, despite the forests of the Appalachian

Mountains being less disturbed (Riitters et al. 2002),

this characteristic alone cannot explain stronger biotic

resistance in all regions. If it could, one would not

expect strong negative associations between invasion

and PSC in the Midwest given the extensive forest

fragmentation throughout that region (Riitters et al.

2002; Masek et al. 2008). Regardless of the cause,

these spatial patterns are an important starting point

for investigating forest characteristics that promote

biotic resistance. Knowledge of these spatial patterns

can also help to develop more-targeted, region-speci-

fic management and policy.

Finally, although the results for invasion richness

and cover often paralleled, the differences that did

occur suggest that the same biotic resistance measure

can affect invader establishment and dominance

differently. For example, there were fewer ecological

sections in which PSV and PSC were negatively

associated with invasion richness than with invasion

cover. This difference suggests that evolutionary and

functional diversity (Faith 1992, 2002) both limit

invader dominance more than invader establishment.

This pattern also suggests that evolutionary diversity

is related to niche availability in specific sections.

These insights illustrate the utility of investigating

multiple invasion measures (Guo and Symstad 2008;

Catford et al. 2012; Iannone et al. 2015) and of the

national-level sampling efforts to collect these mea-

sures (Oswalt et al. 2015).

Broader insights

Our investigation yielded insights into how to better

analyze macrosystems data. Many statistical models

often used to study large areas assume homogeneous

relationships across a study region (e.g. constant

slopes from ordinary least squares regression). Given

the environmental heterogeneity inherent to large

geographic areas (e.g. Cleland et al. 1997, 2007), the

validity of this assumption likely declines greatly

when increasing the spatial scale of investigations.

Our investigation, by revealing improved model

performance [i.e. declines in AIC values (Akaike

1973; Anderson et al. 2000)], variability in association

directions and magnitudes contingent on geographic

location, and insightful spatial patterns (e.g. aggrega-

tion of strong negative associations), clearly illustrates

how using a statistical model that accounts for spatial

heterogeneity in an ecological process can improve

our understanding of said process at macroscales. This

improvement in understanding is logical given the

contribution of smaller-scale spatial variability in

ecological processes to larger-scale ecological pat-

terns (Peters et al. 2007). The extent to which

decreasing the size of the unit of spatial heterogeneity

no longer improves large-scale understanding is

unknown. Identifying this threshold would likely

benefit many macrosystem investigations.

Less reliance on P-values for ecological inference

may also benefit macrosystem investigations. Given

the often massive size of macrosystem datasets

(Soranno and Schimel 2014), statistical power is

sufficient to deem all fixed effects ‘‘statistically

significant’’ even when their effect sizes are extremely
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small, and thus ecologically unimportant (Anderson

et al. 2000; Spanos 2014). Using existing model

frameworks in novel ways, such as what we demon-

strated in this study, is one option to detect ecolog-

ically meaningful relationships in ‘‘big datasets’’

without relying on P-values. One could also decrease

statistical power by adding many more explanatory

terms to statistical models. However, important

explanatory terms may be unknown or unavailable

for large geographic areas, while their addition may

deter understanding by increasing model complexity.

Finally, our analysis revealed the potential contri-

bution of native trees to invasion resistance in forests.

This finding has both practical and ecological impli-

cations. Tree data for large geographic areas are likely

easier to attain than are data for other components of

forest communities (e.g. plant understories). There-

fore, native tree-invasive plant associations suggest

that easier-to-attain tree data will be of utility in

determining the resistance of forests in other regions to

plant invasions. Associations between native trees and

invasive plants also suggest that species such as trees

comprising the majority of biomass and primary

production in a community (Muller 2003) (i.e. dom-

inating resource consumption; Davis et al. 2000; Guo

et al. 2015) can limit invasion despite potentially

contributing little to overall community biodiversity.

For example, while trees may be the leading intercep-

tor of sunlight in forest ecosystems (hence a factor in

negative native tree-invasive plant relationships),

relative to organisms in the soil, leaf-litter layer, and

understory plant community, they often contribute

little to overall forest biodiversity (Wardle 2002;

Moore et al. 2004; Gilliam 2007).

Future directions

Our investigation revealed ways to improve upon the

understanding it generated. Identifying the factors that

contribute to the spatial heterogeneity in invader-

native association magnitude and direction is clearly

needed. Again, investigating those factors already

known to affect macroscale invasion patterns such as

propagule pressure, disturbance, or socioeconomic

factors (Lockwood et al. 2005; Gavier-Pizarro et al.

2010; Pyšek et al. 2010; Guo et al. 2012; Liebhold

et al. 2013) may be of great utility. Future studies may

benefit by incorporating smaller units of

heterogeneity, as doing so may help to detect more

fine-scale patterns and the threshold of heterogeneity

at which understanding is maximized. Given the

strong associations between invasion and the phylo-

genetic diversity measures aimed at conveying func-

tional trait diversity (Faith 1992, 2002), future

investigations may benefit from modeling invasions

in response to actual measures of functional trait

diversity (e.g. Petchey and Gaston 2006; Laliberté and

Legendre 2010). Furthermore, given the contribution

of invader traits to invasion (Catford et al. 2009),

future investigations may benefit by analyzing func-

tionally distinct invaders separately. Finally, incorpo-

rating data on native plant species in forest

understories (i.e. species more functionally similar to

invaders) into future investigations may enhance our

understanding of how the different biotic components

of forests contribute to biotic resistance.

Conclusion

Our investigation revealed evidence that native

biomass and evolutionary diversity are better mea-

sures of biotic resistance to invader establishment and

dominance across large geographic areas than species

richness. We also found evidence that evolutionary

diversity limits invader dominance more than invader

establishment. Finally, accounting for spatial hetero-

geneity in invader-native associations within our

statistical models revealed geographic sub-regions

where biotic resistance to invasions was most pro-

nounced. Such insights not only illustrate the need to

determine the factors that cause spatial heterogeneity

in biotic resistance to invasions, but also the improved

understanding of other ecological processes across

large spatial scales that can be gained by accounting

for the sub-regional variability in these processes.
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